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I Introduction

Vietnam has signed Safeguard Agreement under NPT in 1989 and is preparing to joint the
Convention on Physical Protection of Nuclear Material.

To enhance the fulfillment of commitment in the beginning of 1993 a joint group of experts
from VAEC, Ministry of Defense and Ministry of Security,
was set up to:
• Search the current situation of illicit trafficking of nuclear and radioactive material and
• Prevent the illicit trafficking

Activities were carried out during four years with modest resources and results achieved are
remarkable, no case of illicit trafficking is detected from 1997 until now.

II Searching the illicit trafficking situation

The objectives of searching are following:

• What is material in the illicit trafficking.

• What is the motivation of illicit trafficking.

• What is the illicit trafficking ploy.

1. Material in the illicit trafficking

End of seventies and during eighties, there were rumors on black trade of precious and
mysterious metal with unbelievable high prices, higher many time than gold price. Rumors
said the name of metal as uranium, black copper or osmium . We have collected all material
confiscated during that time and during our activities and the study shows:

• 516.56 kg of confiscated material is depleted uranium with U-235 mass content
ranging from 0.2% to 0.32%, uranium mass content( U-235+U-238) ranging from
80% to 99%.

• Mostly pieces have a mark Made in USA. The masses of pieces are ranging from 0.3
kg to 150 kg. By geometry and structure they are some mechanical parts of still
unidentified machines.

• All pieces can be considered as radioactive material, the radioactive dose rate at their
surface is ranging from lO^Sv/h to 100^Sv/h.( Background: 0.2p,Sv/h).

• 268.65 kg confiscated material is false uranium made of lead.

Its mark is written in very bad English trying to imitate the mark of real pieces. One false
osmium body is made of silver.

2. Motivation of illicit trafficking and trafficking ploy
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Our searching results show that there is no-proliferation motivation, it was only a swindle
trick mainly among least intellectual circle. The trafficking has no organization system and
only few case foreigners were involved.

III Prevention of illicit trafficking

Through analysis of material and motivation of illicit trafficking, our effort is concentrated in
following measures:

1. Public information

By media, we inform the public:

• The results of our study

• The meaningless of the trafficking, due to valueless of metal

• The swindler trick

• The radioactive hazard

• The legal violation

2. Training on simplest method of detecting uranium

Due to the lack of resources, almost all remote policy posts and customs points have not
adequate equipment for detecting uranium, as the frequent item of illicit trafficking. The
following simplest method is given to responsible personnel at these points:

• Hardness test: Take a small iron stick (like a nail) and strike the surface of suspect
piece then observe a trace. Item made of lead or iron will have a noticeable trace. Due
to hardness of uranium metal, the trace is not clear.

• Oxidization test: Strike again stronger and faster surface of suspect piece and observe
a spark. Spark from uranium piece is richer.

• Density test : Make a first weigh: a dry weigh (weigh as usual) and write down the
weight: Gl. Then make a second weigh: a wet weigh: put piece into water (the carrier
must have a negligible volume like nylon net) and write down the result: G2. The
density of the material of piece is :

D = G1/(G1-G2)*D(H2O)

For rough approximation, D(H20) is taken as Ig/cm3. If the suspect piece has a density larger
than 13g/cm3 it may be an uranium mix material.

• In the case of dosimeter available one can carry out a measurement of dose rate on
surface, if the rate about or more than luSv/h, it may be considered as a certain uranium
piece.

After such training, we always got right information on trafficking and the confiscated
material send to us for further analysis and storage is only the real uranium pieces.

IV Conclusion

The paper is a kind of the story rather than a scientific paper, but after the measures are being
taken, no case of illicit trafficking was reported.
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